The Huron™ Direct Action Assaulters Pack (DAAP) attaches to our complete line of packs via two 11” separating zippers and snaps that allow the DAAP to be separated from the main compartment and attach to the existing TYR Tactical® Plate Carrier without modification. The DAAP may be utilized as a Stand-Alone Direct Action Assaulters Pack to carry hydration and other requirements for various mission sets. The attachment system allows for a quick disconnect and reconnect. The DAAP features 1” daisy chain gear loops and 2 rows, 2 columns PALS for attachment capabilities. Features a reinforced gusset around the bottom of the pack, internal mesh storage pocket, internal hydration pocket with top hydration port and a removable beavertail for storing helmet or transitional garments. It comes standard with a Plate Carrier Adapter Kit (HRN-ASP01.5 or ASP002) on pg. 159.

Weight: 1.21 lbs.
Dimensions: 16” H x 9.5” W x 3.25” D
Cubic Liters: 8.8 L (Main Body, Beaver Tail)

HRN-DAAP